
 

 

 The realization is that Zippy needs zip codes. Googling this restaurant gives a zip code of 31545 in Jesup, 

GA. Using decimal code for 3 15 4 5 gives CODE   The other two zip codes are 13080 in Jordan NY and 

50514 in Armstrong Iowa.  Using the hex code for 13 08 05 05 14 gives SHEET.  Solution: CODE SHEET 



  

 
BR  AIL  LE in braille is written as circles in three lines on the grid above. Reading these left to right, top to 

bottom, spells “USE 7 DIAGONAL MOVES.”  The only path that fits the criteria and uses 7 diagonal moves 

is shown in the line which spells out the solution: “THE WORLD AT ONES FINGERTIPS.”  



  

 



   

 TERNARY written in ternary would be 202  012  200  112  001  200  221.  These are written into the grid,  top to bottom, and the 

mirror panels placement would be as shown above.  The shortest laser shot (lower left corner) travels through the “A”, crosses 

one square quadrant, bounces off of 0 mirrors and lands on the “T.” After all the shots are taken, the leftover letters spell 

(starting in upper right and proceeding clockwise: “ARRANGE BY HOW LONG EACH 1 TAKES.” If all the shots are arranged 

shortest to longest the sequence of letters is AT IM ET OR EF LE CT: which gives the solution.  A TIME TO REFLECT.   

 



 

The correctly filled out chart is shown above.  If the letter spaces with numbers in them are shifted by 

that number, it spells out: KUDOS THE ANSWER IS CODE FOR B.  Thus, the solution is BRAVO 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The four solutions written in the grid.  The gray boxes have numbers like 3-6 which means 3rd 

solution, 6th letter (T). So the pig pen code for T is written into this box. Doing this completes 

the pictographs which are: COD  IF  I  CAT  ION.   

The solution is CODIFICATION 



 

The letter sequence above written in Morse code is:  

••–•  ••  •••–  –••–  –•–  ••••  •–••  •– – –  – –•–  •••  ••–  –•– –  – –•  –  –••   

When these wake up, the dots become wide-eyed circles (0’s) and the dashes stand up and become vertical lines (1’s):  

0010 00 0001 1001 101 0000 010 00111 1101 000 001 1011 110 1 100 .  Regrouping these into strings of five to match the 

binary code: 

00100 00001 10011 01000 00100 01111 10100 00011 01111 01100  which spells out the solution: DASH DOT COM 
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